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A separable integer programming problem equivalent o its 
continual version 
A. Galperin and Z. Waksman (*) 
ABSTRACT 
The separable integer programming problem with so called nested constraints is shown to be 
equivalent o its continual version obtained by piecewise linear continuation o f  the cost functions. 
A new approach to solut ion o f  the latter based on its successive reduction in size is suggested. 
When applied to the problem with piecewise linear convex functions it leads to two algorithms 
for its solut ion applicable also to the similar integer problem. These algorithms turn out  more 
eff icient than those obta ined by dynamic programming approach. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The separable programming problem with so-called 
nested (or cumulative) constraints 
n 
min E ~(xj) (1) 
j= l  
subject o 
n 
a= l[Xj~O gxj+...+Xn;~ pj] (2) 
or, at times, 
n 
max ~ ~(xj), 
j= l  
n 
a [xj>0 ax,+...+x.<q.] 
j= l  1 j j 
arises in various decision-making situations and have 
been discussed - sometimes under the additional 
constraint 
n 
is integer (3) j=lXj  
- by many researchers ( ee, for example, [2], [7], [8], 
[10], [11], [12]). 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we show 
that integer problem (1)-(3) is equivalent to a certain 
of its continual variants of type (1), (2) in the sense, 
that among solutions of the latter there is an integer 
one, which is a solution to the former. We do not know 
another nontrivial example of a nonlinear integer pro- 
gramming problem with such a valuable property. 
The importance of singling out and studying problems 
of this sort seems elf-evident. (For linear integer 
programming the subject originates from [3] and now 
is included in texts, e.g. [1], [5])• Second, we develop 
a new approach to the solution of continual problem 
(1), (2), based on successive reduction of its dimension. 
As a result, we obtain two new algorithms for problem 
(1)-(3) different from (and seemingly more efficient 
than) one proposed and studied in [2], [8]• 
In fact, problem (1), (2) is readily reduced to the case 
of non-decreasing fj. Indeed, suppose ~(t)> ~(b), 
Vt ~ (a,b). Then the jth component x; of a solution x* 
to the problem cannot lie in the interval Ca,b), for 
otherwise one could replace x; by b and diminish the 
objective function. So replacement fj in this interval 
by the constant ~(b) does not influence the solution x*. 
At the same time such replacement makes ~ non- 
decreasing in (a,b). Therefore, without loss of 
generality, we can assume all cost functions ~ to be 
non-decreasing. But if this is the case, then, for every 
solution x* of the problem, the inequality xl+... +x n ;, Pl 
must hold as the equality (otherwise it would be 
n 
possible to substitute P1- ~ x3 for x~ without in- 
j=2 
creasing the objective). We shall further assume this 
equality, though the monotonicity assumption is never 
used. Notice also that the numbers Pi can always be 
assumed to be non-increasing and so one can represent 
them as ~ " s i, si;,0. Thus, system (2) can be written 
i=1 
down in any of the two following equivalent forms : 
n n n n 
E lXi = Y- s.aE x.;*E s. forj=2 ..... n $axi~0 fori=l,...n 
i= i=l 1 i=j I i=j I (4) 
or  
n n 
x .~ s. for j=l , . . . ,n- laE x.=~ s.ax.~0for i=l  ..... n 
i= l J  i-1 J i=1 ~ i=1 1 ~ (5) 
We denote the polyhedron of solutions to this system 
by < Sl,...,Sn>. 
(*) A. Galperin, Z. Waksman, Department  o f  Mathematics, Ben-Gurion University of  the Negev, 
Beer-Sheva, Israel• 
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Our problem from now on is to minimize the 
n 
function 9(x):= Z ~(xj) over <s 1 ..... Sn> or over all 
j= l  
integer vectors from <Sl,...,Sn > (integer case). 
In accordance with our approach the larger part of the 
paper is devoted to the construction and justification 
of  two schemes for solution of the continual variant 
of the problem :
n 
~0": = min {~o(x)lx~< s 1..... Sn>}, ~0(x): = ~ f i (x i )  
J=*"  " (6) 
In section 2 we introduce certain operations over 
functions of one independent variable. In terms of 
these operations we state then (in section 3) two 
theorems about reduction of problem (6) to a (n-1)- 
dimensional problem of the same type. These theorems 
are valid for any functions ~ but we can extract from 
them an efficient computational procedure only for 
convex ones. This is due to the fact that the operations 
of section 2, when applied to convex operands, have 
special properties. These are dealt with in section 4. 
We use them in the next section to obtain two explicit 
expressions for minimum (6) in terms of operations 
of section 2, In the case of convex piece-wise linear 
which is examined in section 6 they immediately 
lead to simple and efficient algorithms for the solution 
of  problem (6). These algorithms also solve integer 
problem (1)-(3). This is demonstrated in concluding 
section 7, where we show the equivalence between 
the integer problem and its natural piecewise linear 
variant and discuss complexity of the algorithms. The 
paper is concluded by a remark pointing out to 
applicability of our approach to a generalization of
problem (6). 
2. CONVOLUTION AND CHUNKS 
Let F be the set of all continuous functions 
f : IR1--,IR 1 , defined on a finite segment of the real 
axis : dom f= [af,bf], -oo<af< bf<+oo. The convolution 
f l[]f2 of f l , f2~F is defined (cf. [9]) by 
flca f2 (t): = inf{fl(t l)+f2(t2)[(t l ' t2) ~ T(f l ' f2 't)) (7) 
T(f l , f2,t):= {(t l , t2) l t l+t2=tat l  ~ dom f la t2~ dora f2 ) 
Obviously, this infimum is attained. Denote by 
T*(fl ,f2,t ) the set of pairs (tl,t2) from T(f l , f2,t )
which realize this infimum. 
We call the functions 
_If(t): = f(t+af)-f(af), dora -if: = [0,r-af] 
r r (8) 
t_f(t):= f(t+r)-f(r), dom Lf: = [0, bf-r] 
r r 
the left and right chunks of f~  F with respect o 
r ~ dom f (see fig. 1). 
The translations of  functions along the coordinate 
axes do not affect the chunks and result in similar 
translations of the convolution. They are also digested 
Fig. 1. 
I / i  V" ', 
I /  I / 'f, : 
V ,'1 . /  : ! =-t 
easily by systems (4) and (5). Thus, we can confine 
ourselves below to the subclass F0 of  functions f~ F 
with af = 0 a f(0) = 0. 
Formulae (8) hold also for r>bfwith the convention 
f=+oo beyond dora f in mind. If problem (6) is con- 
sistent we can content ourselves by the following 
extension of (8) for r> bf: 
J f :  = Af= f, t_f: = 0 a domt_f={O} 
r bf r r 
Consistency of  problem (6) means existence of  a 
vector x ~ <s I .... ,Sn> with x i E dom fi = :[0,bi],i= 1 ..... n. 
This is tantamount to the system 
n n 
Z bi> ~ si, J= 1,...,n. We shall assume further that 
i=j i=j 
this condition be fulfilled. 
Obviously, the following is true 
i) domf lca f2=domf l+dOm f2 and f l , f2~F0~f la f2~F0;  
ii) The operation O is associative and commutative; 
iii) For any function fits chunks -if  and t_f belong to F 0. 
r r 
iv) if f~ F 0, then -if is merely the restriction of  f to 
r 
[0,r]. 
In order not to complicate notations we shall agree 
that the unary operations -i, L_ precede the binary one 
r r 
ca. This convention enables us to write r2flo f2 instead 
of (Jr fl)Q f2. 
3. REDUCTION THEOREMS 
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The above operations constitute a particular language 
for a conceptual description of  our approach to 
problem (6) with ~ ~ F 0. This approach consisting in 
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size reduction of (6) by 1 presented below in two 
versions. 
Theorem 1 (The first reduction theorem) 
Let ~ ~ F0,J= 1,...,n. Problem (6) is equivalent to the 
problem 
*: = rain {~b (y)ly := (Y2 ..... Yn) E < Sl+S2,S 3..... Sn> ), 
where (9) 
n 
~k(y)= ~k(y 2..... Yn):= (~ flD f2)(Y2)+~3fi(Yi)' 
in the following sense :
a) ~p* = ~*; 
b) i fx  ~. = (x~,..., x*) is a solution to (6), then 
y." = (xi+x~, x~ .... , Xn* ) solves (9); 
c) i fy  ~. = (y~,..., y*) is a solution to (9) and 
(u,v) ~ T* (s_J lf l ,f2,y~) then x "." = (u,v,y] ..... Y n*) 
solves (6). 
Let us define, for x*, 
q := {(Xl,X2)lXl~gSl)C~T(fl,f2,x~+x~). It is clear that 
* * ~Qand (x 1 ~x 2) 
(x 1,x 2) ~Q =, (Xl,X2,X ] ..... Xn* ) ~ <s 1 ..... Sn>. 
Hence 
fl(x~) + f2(x~) = rain {fl(Xl)+f2(x2)l(Xl,X2)~Q} 
= min(d f l(xl)+fo(xo)l(xl,x )~T(Q f,,fo,x*+x~)) 
Sl . . . . .  2 Sl . . . .  
= (s~lflD f2)(x~+x~) • 
Taking into account hat y" ~ <Sl+S2,S 3 ..... Sn> we 
have (a): ¢* = ~o(x*) = ~(y') ~ #*. 
Conversely, from the defmition of (u,v) it follows 
that u,v~0 g ugs I gu+v=y~, what, together with 
y* ~ <sl+s 2..... Sn>, implies x'~ <sl,s2,...,Sn > • 
Therefore (/3): ~0" g ¢(x') = ~(y*) = ~k* 
Now, (a) and (/3) imply all three assertions of the 
theorem. 
Theorem 2 (The second reduction theorem) 
Let ~ ~ F0, j=I  .... oa. Problem (6) is equivalent to the 
problem 
~b*: = min {~b(y)[y: = (Yl'"',Yn-1) ~ <s,,...,s ~>), 1 n- i  (10) 
where 
n-2 
~0(y):= ~k(y I ..... Yn-1):= i £==lfi(yi)+(fn-lDsLnfn)(yn-1)' 
in the following sense :
a) ,p* = ¢,*+fn(Sn); 
b) if x*: = * * (Xl,...,Xn) is a solution to (6), then 
y '= (X*l ..... X*n_2,X*n_l+X*-Sn n) solves (10); 
c) if y*: = * * (Yl ..... Yn-1) is a solution to (10) and 
(u,v) ~T*(f  n 1' f * - sEn n'Yn-1)' then x'.'= (y~ ..... y* 2,u,V+Sn) 
solves (6). 
Note that x~> sn and 
f .(x* .)+f (x*)= [f .(x* . )~  f (x*-s)]+f (s).  
n- I  n - I  n n n - I  n - I  s n n n n n 
, n 
sL_fn ~* +v* s ~ It is clear that Denote Q: = T(fn_ 1, ' "h-1 "n-  n/" 
(X*n_l,X*-Sn )~Q and 
(Xn_l, Xn) ~ q ~ (x~ ..... Xn_ 2,xn_ 1 ,x n +Sn)~ < s 1 ..... Sn>. 
Hence, fn-1 (X'n_1) + fn(Xn ) = 
= fn(Sn)+ min{fn_l(Xn_l)+sLs fn(Xn)[~Xn_l,Xn)~Q) 
n 
= fn(Sn) +(f .oL f )(x* .+x*-s ), 
n- i  Sn n n -x  n n 
what, together with y" ~ < Sl .... ,Sn_l > ,irnplies 
(~): ~*=~(~*)=¢(y')+f(s n) ~ ¢*+fn(Sn). 
Conversely, it is easy to see that, firstly, x "~ < s l"'"Sn> 
and, secondly, (f.,_lDt-f;,)(y* 1)= f,,_l(U)+t_ f..(v) 
S n ~ 
= ~_l/U)+qIV+Snl-fIs./. 
This gives (/3): #*-#(y*)=~(x')-f(Sn)~*-fn(Sn). 
Comparison of (a) and (#) completes the proof. 
Each of the two above reduction schemes being 
developed to the end gives an explicit principal formula 
for computing asolution to problem ~6) in terms of 
chunks, convolution and deconvolution (that is 
retrieval of a pair (u,v) ofT(f l , f2,t  ) for a given 
convolution f l  D f2 and some t). 
4. CONVOLUTION AND CHUNKS FOR CONVEX 
FUNCTIONS 
Let us state for later reference a few special properties 
of the convolution and the chunks for functions from 
CF0: = (f~ F01f is convex). First we give a constructive 
description of the set T*(fl,f2,t ) of solutions to 
problem (7). Remind [9, § 24] that the subdifferential 
a f of a function f~CF 0 is determined by the equality I- (-~, f+(0/l for t=0 
0f(t)= [f_'(t), f+(t)] for t~ (0, bf) 
[[f_'(bf), ~)1  for t= bf. 
where f" and f+ are the left and the right derivatives 
of f respectively. 
Using the known facts from convex analysis (see [9], 
Theorem 27.4) we come to 
Proposition 1 
For f l '  f2 ~ CF0' 
T* (fl,f2,t)= ((t 1,t2)~ T(f 1,f2,t) [3 fl(t) n a f2(t) ~ ~b). 
With it being available we can prove 
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Proposition 2 
For f l ' f2 e CF0, there exist two nondecreasing func- 
tions r l(t), r 2 (t), t e dom fl 0 f2 = dom fl + dom f2' 
such that (flm f2)(t)= f l [ r l (  1)]+f2[r2 (t) ],VtE dora f l°f2 
4n)  
Outline the proof. Notice, first of all, that the set 
T*(fl,f2,t ) consists, as a rule, of one element only. 
Really, if (t~,t~),(t~ +e,t~-e) ~ T*(fl,f2,t ) for some t, 
then by proposition 1, the functions f l ' f2 are linear 
in [t~,t~ +el and [t~-~, t~] respectively and of the same 
slope. Otherwise the pair [ rl(t ), ¢2(t)] e T*(f 1, f2' t) 
is determined uniquely. Besides, t l< rl(t ) a t 2 > r2(t) 
(as well as t l>  rl(t ) a t2< r2(t)) implies 
~ f l (t l )  n af2(t2) = ¢. Thus, when T*(fl,f2,t) is a 
one-element set the conclusion holds. But if 
T*(fl,f2,t ) contains more than one element he 
available arbitrariness makes it possible to find non- 
decreasing functions, for instance, as follows : 
rl(t): = min{tl[4tl ,t-t l)eT*(f l , f2,t)}, r2(t): = t-rl(t ). 
The next proposition gives, in fact, an adequate 
expkession for convexity in terms of a ,  A, L. 
Proposition 3 
For any f~CF 0 and r> 0 
f = Afo Lf. 
r r 
Define 
rl(t):= min{t,r},-r2(t):= max {0, t-r}, Vt ~ dom f, 
and make sure that these functions atisfy 411) for 
u f  and L f. We have r l(t) +r 2 (t)= t, so that it is 
r [ 
sufficient, by proposition 1, to verify that 
o(~f)[rlCt)] n ~(Lf)[r2(t)]. ¢ 
what is evident. But then (11) implies (_1 r fOkfr f) (t) 
I f(t) for tg r = 4-1r f)[rl(t)] ÷ (Lfr f)[r2(t)]= [f(r)+'[f(t)-f(r)] for t> r f(t). 
For convex operands our operations are distributive 
in a sense. Namely, the following statement isvalid. 
Proposition 4 
For any f r f2eCF0 and r~0, (u,v)eT*(fl,f2,r) implies 
a) _It (flO f2) = - l f~oJ fo  
I1 a- V ~ 
b) r L (fl O f2) = Lf, OLfe 
U ~ V - 
Prove b). The equality a) is proved similarly. Let t> 0 
and (H,to)e T* (L fl,Lfo,t). 
~ U . iV  ~ 
As (tl+U, t2+v ) e T (fl' f2' t+r) and 
fl(u)+f2(v)= (fl [] f2) (r), we have (LuflOLvf2) (t) 
= (Luf 1)(t 1)+(vLf2 ) (t2)= fl(t l+u)-f l(u)+f 2 (t2+v)-f 2(v) 
= rL(flrn f2)(t). 
On the other hand there exists such a pair 
(t i, t~)e T*(fl,f2,t+r) that t l  ;~ u at~ > v (one can 
take, for instance, t~:= r 1 (t+r) and t~:= r24t+r)), so 
that (ti-~,@v) ~ T4Lufl,Lvf 2, t). Now 
rLr-(fl o f2)4t) = (fl 0 f2)(t+r)-(flO f2)(r) 
= fl(t i)+f2 (t2)-fl (u)-f2 (v) 
=(Luf I )(ti-u)+(Lvf 2)(t~-v)~ (Luf I OLvf 2 )(t). 
5. CONVEX CASE 
Now let all functions ~ in problem (6) be convex. 
Define the function q~ as the last one in the following 
sequence of functions :
fl :=-J f ,& :="  (~1 of2),.-.,m:=~ := -4. ( fo f. s , .  o s,+s2 -1[] ' ' )  
(12) 
Using repeatedly the conclusion a) of proposition 4, 
one can represent ~in the form 
~=Xl  f l •  ~2 f20 "'" [] xn-lfn (13) 
Moreover, as we shall see now, every vector (x 1 ..... Xn) 
with this property solves problem (6). In fact, the 
reduction method of theorem 1 consists just in con- 
structing the function Rand its subsequent decom- 
position into left chunks according to (13). 
Proposition 5 
If all functions ~ in (6) are convex, then 
a) ~0" = ~(Sl,+...+Sn) 
b) avector xe  <Sl,...,Sn> solves (6),=, (13) holds. 
By induction on n. For n= 1 the statements a) and b) 
are evident. Apply the induction supposition to 
problem (9). Writing out the function gr for problem 
(9) by formula (12) we see that ~=~.  But 
~(Sl+...+Sn ) = qs* by the induction supposition. 
So ~0" = ~* = ~(Sl+...+Sn). 
To prove b) let us consider the function 
~x := Xl f l  [] ...D Xn-3 fn for some xe  <s I ..... Sn > • By 
virtue o f x 1 +'" "+ Xn= s 1 +'" "+ Sn we h ave 
q~x(Sl+...+Sn) = fl(Xl)+...+fn(Xn)=q~(x). Therefore, 
x solves (6) ,* O4Sl+.. .+Sn) = Ox(Sl+. . .+Sn) .  It remains 
to show that x's being a solution to problem (6) 
implies @= qb x. By theorem 1 the vector 
y" = 4Xl+X2,X 3 ..... Xn) is a solution to 49). Hence, letting 
analogously XI, y ,= A (J  f l o  f2)o -J Q a ...0 J fn  
Xl+X 2 Sl ~ x 3 -" x n 
and applying the induction supposition we conclude 
that ~y .= xt,(=O). On the other hand, taking into 
account he inequality XlgS 1 we fmd (as in the proof 
= fl(t l+u)+f2(t2+v)-(f lD f2)(r);~ (fl n f2)(t+r)-(fl[] f2)(r) 
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of theorem 1) that (x 1, x2) e T*(s~ fl, f2' x1+x2)" 
It follows, by proposition 4, that 
J (~f,  t3f2)= J J f l  )D J f2=-3 f lD J f~ 
Xl+X 2 s I , (x I s I x 2 x I x 2 
and so@ .=~ • y x 
For the second reduction scheme, define • to be 
~n [] ...D fl, where 
fn:= f ,  i:n:= ~fn ..... fi:= lid S~+lfi+l, ri:= s~i:i .... (14) 
Again, we can show (this time using also proposition 
3) that q~is representable in form (13) and, moreover, 
prove the statement coinciding with proposition 5. 
Thus, to solve problem (6) according to the approach 
proposed here one has to construct the function 
as formula (12) or (14) prescribes and then to 
determine x 1 ..... x n satisfying (13). This task is 
especially simple for piecewise linear convex functions, 
which case is discussed in the next section. 
6. PIECEWISE LINEAR CONVEX CASE 
When each of the functions ~ is piecewise linear 
(and, of course, in CF0) it can be completely 
described by the finite list Lj of its linear segments : 
Lj:= {(kl,ll,J), (k2,12,j),...} 
where k v and 1 v are the slope of the vth segment and 
its projection onto the independent variable axis 
respectively. The xhird component of a segment is 
added in order to identify belonging of the segment 
to a certain function when it is needed. Here convexity 
means the list ordering by the slope : k I < k 2 < .... 
We shall not distinguish below between apiecewise 
linear function from CF 0 and its list : L ~ Lj. 
It is easy to see (by immediate application of proposi- 





i. wt  
Fig. 2. 
by merging of the operands lists (that is, by forming the 
united list ordered by slope) : 
fl D f2 ~ L1 merge L 2. For example, ff 
f l -  {1/6,2,1),(3/4,1,1),(2,3,1)}, 
f2 ~ {1/4,1,2),(1/2,1,2),(1,5,2), 
then 
fl D f2 - {(1/6,2,1),(1/4,1,2),(1/2,1,2),(3/4,1,1),(1,5,2),(2,3;1)} 
If the operand lists include segments of equal slope we 
agree to enter them into the convolution list according 
to the third component order. The third component 
makes possible to implement the inverse operation : 
the retrieval of the operands by their convolution given. 
To do this one has just to decompose the convolution 
list into two separate lists according to the'third 
component keeping the order of the segments. We 
call this operation dianerging. 
The rule of writing out chunks of a piecewise linear 
function given by its list follows immediately from 
their definition. It reduces to cutting off the right (or 
the left) part of the operand list. So, for the above 
example, 
~2(flD f2)~{(1/6,2,1),(1/4,1,2),(1/2,1,2),(3/4,1,1),(1,5,2),(2,2,1f 
~2(f~ [] f2 )~ {(2,1,1)} 
Propositions 2,3,4 become obvious in the framework 
of the list description. Moreover, the computation of 
the right sides of a) and b) of proposition 4 takes the 
form of dismerging. For instance, 
~2(f1E3 f2)~ {(1/6,2,1),(3/4,1,1),(2,2,1)} merge 
{(1/4,1,2),(1/2,1,2),(1,5,2)}- AfloAfo,i.e. A (flof.,) 
5"7  ~. 12 * 
= ~ fl[]~f.~- 
5 • 7 ~ 
Analogously, ~2(f1~ f2)~ {(2,1,1)} merge 
{(0,0,2)~ % flDt~ f2 , i.e. ~2(flD f2)= uf51 OUr72. 
Now, the construction of the function ¢pby formula 
(12) or (14) reduces to a sequence ofmergings and 
cuttings off of lists. Then obtaining asolution to 
problem (6) by (13) consists in dismerging o f~s  list. 
Let us demonstrate he whole procedure by a simple 
example. Consider problem (6) with n=3, the functions 
f I and f2 deanea as above and f3- {1/3,2,3),(2/3,4,3)), 
s1=8, s2=4, s3=3. As dom fl= [0,6], dora f2 = [0,7] 
and dom f3 = [0,6], the problem is consistent. Carry 
out the computation first by formula (12). Since 
8 g dom f l ,we have f l=f l  . Further, f2 = ~2(fl0 f2) 
which has already been computed. Now 
f2D f3 ~ {(1/6,2,1),(1/4,1,2),(1/3,2,3),(1/2,1,2), 
(2/3,4,3),(3/4,1,1),(1,5,2),(2,2,1)}, 
~= i J5 (f2~ f3 )~ {(1/6,2,1),(1/4,1,2),(1/3,2,3),(1/2,1,2), 
(2/3,4,3),(3/4,1,1),(1,4,2)} 
So, ~0" = q~ (15)= 1-- .2+1.1+...= 91- and, by dismerging, 
6 4 6 
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¢~ { (1t6,2,1),(3/4,1,1)) 
merge {(114,1,2),(112,1,2),(1,4,2) ) 
merge ((1/3,2,3),(2/3,4,3))~ _  fl  n _~ f2 [] -~ f3" 
Hence x= (3,6,6) is a solution to the problem. 
Now, carry out the computations prescribed by (14). 
f3=f3 , f'3=_~ f3 ~ ((1/3,2,3),(2/3,1,3)), 
L~ f3 = ((2/3,3,3,)~, 
f2 = f2[] ~ f3~ ((1/4,1,2),(1/2,1,2),(2/3,3,3),(1,5,2)~, 
f2= ~ f2~ ((1/4,1,2),(1/2,1,2),(2/3,2,3)), 
~f2 ~ ((2/3,1,3),(1,5,2)), 
f l  = floL~f2= {(1/6,2,1),(2/3,1,3),(3/4,1,1),(1,5,2), 
(2,3,1)), 
f l  = ~f l  = {(1/6,2,1),(2/3,1,3) (3/4,1,1),(1,4,2)). 
Computing ~= fl D f2 D f3 we obtain the same function 
as above and the same solution. 
7. INTEGER CASE 
Consider the integer version of problem (6) : 
n 




x~ <Sl,...,Sn>g  x: is integer (16) 
j=13 
It is easy to understand that the numbers j and bj 
can be thought of as integers. In fact, replacing bj by 
[bj] and sj by [sj +...+Sn]-[sj_ 1 +...+Sn] we obtain the 
equivalent problem. 
Now choose functions gj in any way, if only they 
coincide with respective fj on integers, and form the 
problem 
.n  
min {j~= 1 gj(xj) Ix e <Sl,... ,Sn> }. (17) 
Obviously, if this problem has an integer solution then 
it solves also problem (15), (16). Now let us take the 
functions gj as piecewise linear ones, spanned by the 
values of rile respective f- at integer noints. Then 
application to (17) of thJe first solution procedure, 
for example, gives an integer solution. Really, the list 
of each of gj, consists of segments with integer second 
component. Due to integrality of sj, all functions 
computed by (12) will share this property. Hence, all 
xj's of (13) produced by dismerging will be integer. 
In this reasoning, the convexity assumption kas 
enabled us to apply the procedure of the preceding 
section. However, the conclusion about equivalence 
of problem (15), (16) to problem (17), with the same 
choice ofgj, remains in force without convexity. Let 
us demonstrate his. Call a piecewise linear function 
from F 0 regular if all second components of its segments 
are integer. One can readily verify that 
a) if fl and f2 are regular, then their convolution fl D f2 
is regular too and, moreover, T*(f 1,f2,t) contains an 
integer pair (t 1,t2) for every integer t; 
b) the chunks of a regular function with respect o an 
integer are regular too. 
Now, invoking theorem 1 and using induction on n we 
come to the required conclusion. 
Now, discuss briefly complexity of our algorithms for 
problem (15), (16). The first reduction scheme does 
not take more than O(ns) efforts to compute a solution, 
where s:=sl+... +s n. Indeed, since constructing the list 
of_J (fo g) from the lists of f and g costs O(r) efforts, 
g 
to construct the list o f~ in  (12) will cost 
n 
O(Sl+...+si) = O(ns) efforts. Its subsequent dis- 
i=2 
merging will take O(s) efforts only. 
The same estimation is obtained for the second reduc- 
tion scheme as implemented in accordance with (14). 
However, one can get a substantially better estimation 
through more economical realization of procedure (14) 
avoiding redundant duplication of computations. To 
this end define 
(h* ;r 1 ..... rm) : = merge(k;h I ..... hm) 
to be a procedure which constructs the list of the 
m 
function h* := ~( ~ 1hi ) and simultaneously computes 
m 
numbers r 1 ..... rm satisfyingh*= [] (Jh-)(i.e. obtained 
i= l r  i 1 
by dismerging the list of h*). Such a procedure can be 
implemented [4] so as to cost only O(k logm) efforts. 
An economical version of computations in (14), (13) 
can be stated as follows : set Xl: . . . .  :=Xn:=0 and for 
every i:= n,n-1,..., 1 
(fi;ri .... ,rn):= merge (si;f i.... 'fn); 
forj :=i ..... n xj:=xj+rj and ~:=~f . .  rjJ 
The output vector x is a solution to the problem. The 
amount of efforts involved is, obviously, 
n 
Y~ O[s i log (n-i+1)) = O (s log n). 
i=1 
These estimations compare favorably with O (ns 2) one 
typical for dynamic programming algorithms [6]. 
Remark  
The nested constraints (2) is a particular case of more 
general type of constraints which arises in a great 
number of models. Let A be a rxt  matrix of O's and 
l's,s be a vector (s I ..... Sr) and x=(x I ..... xt) be the 
vector of variables. Define the polyhedron <Sl,...,s ;A> 
in the space ofx's  as follows : xE <s 1 ..... sn;A> ,~ ~or 
every x v, v= 1 .... ,t, there exists a decomposition 
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Xv= ~ 1 xbtv' x/av> 0, satisfying the condit ion 
a~= 0 ~ x~v = o 
t 
and such as v-=- ]~ 1 x/'w = sg,/a= 1 ..... r. The classical 
t ransportat ion problem supplies an example of  such a 
polyhedron.  For  it, s means the vector o f  demand at 
r destinations, t is the number of  potent ia l  sources of  
supply and the element a/a v of  A is 1 if the vth source 
can supply the/ath destination. Then <s 1 .... ,sr;A> is 
the polyhedron o f  feasible supply vectors. 
The problem similar to (6) has the form 
t 
min(~0(x)lx~ <s 1 ..... sr;A> }, ~o(x):=v~=lfV(Xv) (18) 
The polyhedron <s I ..... s r ;A> does not admit,  in 
general, a convenient description in terms of  x I .... ,x t. 
But in some particular cases it turns out  possible. So, 
if  r=t=n and the matr ix A (possibly, after suitable 
renumbering of  its rows and columns) is upper 
triangular (i.e. a/a v is 1 for /a~v and 0 otherwise), then 
<Sl, . . .  ,sn;A> turns into <Sl, . . .  ,Sn> defined earlier. 
Our approach covers, in fact, also problems of  type 
(18) with the block triangular A. To be specific, let, 
for some n, there exist such subdivisions 
{1 ..... r}=M 1 U. . .U M n and (1 ..... t}=N 1 U. . .U N n, 
that, for submatrices Aij, i, j= 1 ..... n, formed from 
rows M i and columns Nj, we have Ai j=O,  if i>j, and 
A i j= l ,  otherwise. 'Then, defining x'=(x i ..... x~) by 
x i.':=vENiy~ xv ands '= (s~ ..... Sn) by s::=l/a~N i 1~ s.gt and 
letting f::= [] f., we obtain the problem 
1 v~Ni  
n 
min {~0'(x') lx'~ <s]  .... ,Sn> }, ~0"(x'):= j~=l~'(xJ') 
o f  type (6) equivalent o (18). 
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